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Dynamic Optimization of Phenomena Mapping in GIS 
1. Issue and objective 

4. Example: Heat wave (Paris, France) 
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Step 1: Analyze data 
 
 
 

Step 3: Create adapted data 
 
 
 

Initial data: from TEB model (Meteo-France) 
- outside temperature (K), Paris (July 2015) 
-  result displayed by squares of 250mx250m 

Step 2: Create 3 grids and 1 plan 
 
 
 
LoD2, a global view of 
urban heat island in Paris 

LoD3, zoom on a hot spot  LoD4, zoom on a street 

Objectives: understand the phenomenon with its context, at global and 
local level,  
Phenomenon is visible if data density > 10% (Jean Denègre, 2005) 
•  LoD1 ► Global view ► plan 
•  LoD2 ► Small scale: Paris (~12kmx8km) ► grid of 100m 
•  LoD3 ► Overview in an area (radius ~ 2km) ► grid of 20m 
•  LoD4 ► Zoom on a street to estimate the dangerousness on each 
profile: street width ~ 25m ► grid of 5m 

View in 3D 

LoD1, plan, to study the 
variation of temperature 

2. Conceptual data model 

•  Adapt grid orientation for environment: minimize the 
overlap between phenomenon data and its context 

•  Adapt grid for observer’s position 

Initial grid before (left) and after optimization according to the 
street orientation where observer is located (right) 

A visual field to simulate the 
point of view of a person that 
walks in the geographical space  

•  Adapt grid density for current zoom: grid density is 
dynamic, computed from a stored LoD  

A selected area of the initial grid before (left) and 
after global optimization (right) 

•  Objective: improve visual perception to facilitate map 
interpretation 
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1 - the phenomenon 
is not contextualized 
or overlaps its context 

2 - the data density is never 
adapted to user requirement 

•  Issue: Pollutions and urban climate are becoming a global 
issue but they are complex to estimate and to represent. In 
most cases, phenomena mapping has two deficiencies: 

Ø  view a phenomenon at different levels of detail (LoD) 
Ø  adjust grid parameters (density, position, orientation) in 
accordance with each view condition defined by zoom, 
environment or observer’s position. 

Ø  change grid’s position to simulate human visual field 

Ø  change grid orientation 

3. Process to optimize phenomena mapping 


